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Why accelerate? And how?



ENERGY scales

1 eV   (electronvolt)   = kinetic energy of an electron
accelerated by a 1-V battery

= 1.6 x 10-19 J

For convenience, we often express masses and momenta 
in units of energy: mc2 e pc



Electromagnetic force on charged particles: Lorentz force

F = q E + q v x B

electric force:
accelerates

deflects (at low energies)

magnetic force:
deflects (at high energies)

kinetic 
energy T = q ΔV

radius of 
curvature R = p / qB



High-energy particles can

B.   transform into new forms of matter: 
E = m c2

A.   explore the microscopic world: λ = h / p 
(De Broglie’s wavelength)

DISCOVERY OF NEW PHENOMENA
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Ernest Rutherford (1871-1930)

Scattering of alpha 
particles on gold atoms

discovery of the atomic 
NUCLEUS

Scattering of alpha 
particles on nitrogen gas

TRANSMUTATION of elements 
(transformation into oxygen)

“It has long been my ambition to have available for study a copious supply of atoms 
and electrons which have an individual energy far transcending that of the α and 
β-particles from radioactive bodies. I am hopeful that I may yet have my wish 

fulfilled, but it is obvious that many experimental difficulties will have to be 
surmounted before this can be realised on a laboratory scale.”

-Rutherford, Proc. Royal Society, 1927



Cockcroft-Walton

Electrostatic 
machine for 

protons

Capacitors 
parallel -> series

Are 600 kV 
sufficient to 

overcome the 
Coulomb barrier?
(tunnel effect?)

First ARTIFICIAL 
TRANSMUTATION 
of lithium (1932)



750-kV Cockcroft-
Walton at Fermilab 

(recently decommisioned)



Van de Graaff 
generator 

(1929)



Round Hill hangar, Mass.
(diameter 4.6 m, height 6.7 m)

reached 5.1 MV



15-MV Tandem/XTU electrostatic accelerator
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Padua, Italy



Video: demonstration of an electrostatic accelerator

<https://youtu.be/EKxzXAQJvB8>

https://youtu.be/EKxzXAQJvB8
https://youtu.be/EKxzXAQJvB8


Limits and advantages of electrostatic accelerators?



To avoid high voltages:

1. smaller, repeated accelerations
(Ising, Wideroe)

2. particles are recirculated

Ernest O. Lawrence (1901-1958)

The principle was “in the air”
(Gabor, Szilard, Steenbeck)

Lawrence and Livingston build 
the first machines

Milton Stanley Livingston (1905-1986)



The CYCLOTRON

Alternate electric field 
accelerates particles

Trajectories confined by 
magnetic field

Longer path compensated by higher 
velocity (non-relativistic regime)

-> same revolution frequency for all 
particles! 2πf = qB / m



Video: Lawrence demonstrates a mechanical analog of the cyclotron

<https://youtu.be/cutKuFxeXmQ>

https://youtu.be/cutKuFxeXmQ
https://youtu.be/cutKuFxeXmQ


Berkeley 4.7-m cyclotron reached 100 MeV and
produced the first ARTIFICIAL MESONS



500-MeV cyclotron at TRIUMF (Canada)



Linear accelerators or LINACs

Simpler principle than the cyclotron (Ising 1924, Wideroe 1928)

Built in 1931 by Sloan and Lawrence for heavy (slow) ions.
High-frequency sources for electrons available only after World War II.



400-MeV linac
at Fermilab



Aerial view of SLAC (California)



188-MeV electrons on protons -> study of proton size and shape 
(McAllister and Hofstadter, 1956)

Discoveries about nucleon 
structure at Stanford:

17-GeV electrons on protons -> proton made of pointlike “quarks”
(Friedman, Kendall and Taylor, 1969)



 Induction accelerator or BETATRON

Based upon Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction:
variable magnetic field -> electric field

The magnetic field:
- accelerates

- confines
- focuses

Requires a detailed analysis of orbits in 
magnetic fields (Kerst and Serber, 1941)

electromagnet

electron beam



Kerst with the first betatron (2.3 MeV, 1941)



Portable betatron for X-ray production
(Global X-ray and Testing Corp.)



SYNCHROTRON
the increase in magnetic field and accelerating frequency are 
synchronized, producing an increase in particle energy on a 

constant orbit (thanks to phase stability)
-> the central part of the electromagnet is 

superfluous. The machine is shaped like a ring.

For cyclotrons and betatrons,
cost ∝ volume of electromagnet ∝ radius3 ∝ energy3 !!

Oliphant 1943, Veksler and McMillan 1945



General Electric electron synchrotron (300 MeV, 1947)

synchrotron light!



Berkeley Bevatron (6 GeV, 1954), weak-focusing synchrotron

First artificial production of PROTON-ANTIPROTON pairs



Christofilos (1950), Courant, Livingston and Snyder (1952):
better confinement by alternating magnet polarity and 

increasing the field

ALTERNATING-GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON 
and STRONG FOCUSING

-> further reduction of magnet size

-> further separation between DEFLECTION (dipole magnets) and 
FOCUSING (quadrupole magnets) functions



AGS, Alternating-Gradient Synchrotron (33 GeV, 1960)



Fermilab Main Ring (400 GeV),
separated-function synchrotron

focusing 
quadrupole

deflecting 
dipole

Robert Rathbun Wilson (1914-2000)



DIPOLE MAGNET
or “magnetic prism”:

uniform field to deflect the beam

QUADRUPOLE MAGNET
or “magnetic lens”:

uniform field gradient to focus the beam



COLLIDERS

Accelerated beam + fixed target: most of the energy is 
“wasted” as kinetic energy of the products
(conservation of energy and momentum)

“Available energy” to create new particles, or
“center-of-mass energy” ∝ T1/2

Issues:
a. beams are much less dense than targets
b. beams are charged -> Coulomb repulsion -> undesirable side effects

Center-of-mass energy ∝ T



Bruno Touschek (1921-1977)

AdA (Anello di Accumulazione)
first electron-positron collider

250 MeV, diameter 1.3 m
Frascati (Italy) 1961 -> Orsay (France) 1964



Discovery of the J/psi meson or CHARMONIUM
-> there is a quark (charm) that weighs more than a proton!

Simultaneous discovery at BNL AGS (Ting) and SLAC SPEAR (Richter)
in November 1974

Confirmed after a few hours (!) at ADONE in Frascati



Tevatron
p anti-p

1 TeV

LHC
p p

7 TeV

HERA
e- p

30 / 920 GeV

RHIC
p p, Au Au
100 GeV/u

PEP-II
e+ e-

3 / 9 GeV

CESR-C
e+ e-
6 GeV

Daphne
e+ e-

0.7 GeV

VEPP-4M
e+ e-
6 GeV

BEPC-II
e+ e-
2 GeV

KEKB
e+ e-

3.5 / 8 GeV

Some colliders built for high-energy physics



The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

Discovery of the 
Higgs boson in 2012!

Largest scientific instrument 
ever built



Accelerated charge particles generate
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

For a given energy, the power 
generated is larger for lighter 

particles (electrons)

Radiated energy must be compensated by 
accelerating (superconducting) cavities

Benefit:
the beam is “cooled”

-> numerous APPLICATIONS:
intense source of ultraviolet and X-ray radiation for

biology, medicine, material science, microelectronics, ...

in circular machines:



Source of synchrotron radiation



structure of molecules

non-invasive angiography

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
Grenoble, France

microelectronics

and many other applications...



Are accelerators 
“only” for research?



There are more than 25,000 accelerators in the world:

50% industrial 
applications

40% medical 
applications

10% research



Cyclotrons for the PRODUCTION OF 
RADIOISOTOPES used in medical diagnostics



The energy of a particle beam, 
especially protons and ions, can be 
deposited on tumor mass

RADIOTHERAPY



Centro Nazionale di 
Adroterapia Oncologica (CNAO),

near Pavia, Italy

synchrotron for 
carbon ions



Neutron therapy facility
at Fermilab



Development of SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET TECHNOLOGY
 enabled magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI)



Accelerators have an impact on

SCIENCE: discovery of new phenomena

TECHNOLOGY: medical diagnostics and therapy, industry, art, defense, ...

SOCIETY: worldwide international collaborations


